Title: Glass Date Coding.

Reason: To advise Dealer personnel of method of checking the date coding on all glasses (windscreen, rear screen and door windows).

Action: 1. The year of manufacture is indicated by a dot UNDER the letters of the words 'LAMINATED' or 'TOUGHENED', the last digit only being indicated (i.e. 2 = 1972, 3 -- 1973).

   Laminated
   L A M I N A T E D
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
   \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_
   \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_

   Toughened
   T O U G H E N E D
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
   \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_
   \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_

2. The month of manufacture is indicated by a dot, or dots, OVER the letters 'TR' and 'EX' of the word TRIPLEX.

   TRIPLEX = January
   TRIPLEX = February
   TRIPLEX = March
   TRIPLEX = April
   TRIPLEX = May
   TRIPLEX = June
   TRIPLEX = July
   TRIPLEX = August
   TRIPLEX = September
   TRIPLEX = October
   TRIPLEX = November
   TRIPLEX = December

3. Some examples are given below:

   TRIPLEX LAMINATED = March 1972
   TRIPLEX TOUGHENED = May 1973
   TRIPLEX LAMINATED = November 1973